A content analysis of 220 job advertisements that appeared in College & Research Libraries between 1973 and 1998 demonstrates that by 1998, all academic library jobs routinely included computer technologies, that instruction had become an integral part of reference work, and that behavioral skills, especially oral and written communication skills, had emerged as new job requirements. The master's degree from a program accredited by the ALA continues to be widely accepted as the appropriate professional degree for academic librarians.
ob change is the topic of this investigation. The changing nature of library work is a subject of continuing interest to practitioners, educators, and researchers. Of growing importance is the particular question of how computer technology is changing jobs and being assimilated into all aspects of academic librarianship and how the new technologies may be influencing change, not only in library work, but also in the profession itself.
Changes in the actual jobs of librarians and the requirements for those jobs influence change in organizational structures. Beverly P. Lynch's earlier investigations evaluated the nature of the work according to functional library departments. 1 These departments were in the divisions of technical and public services, the long-standing organizational design of academic libraries. Administrative units were outside the framework of her investigation; rather, her focus was on the central characteristics of the work carried out in libraries. She described the department's work by collapsing individual job characteristics into a score for each department. The present investigation is of individual jobs, with a particular emphasis on identifying specific job characteristics that are new. The analysis reported in this article forms the base for further work on the unit and organizational structures.
A content analysis was conducted of advertisements for jobs in American academic libraries that appeared in College & Research Libraries News (C&RL News) over a twenty-five-year period. Not all academic libraries advertise nationally nor are they willing to wait the six to nine months (or more) from submission of an ad to a national publication to appointment of a new librarian. For purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that librar-ies advertising nationally would likely identify job changes and structural changes of enough importance to describe them in national advertisements. Thus, the assumption was that libraries seeking a national pool of job applicants would develop job descriptions that reflected the current trends and job requirements of the profession as a whole. Many academic libraries advertise locally or regionally, and these libraries also could provide important sources of data. For the purposes of this investigation, however, the authors selected a national data source that was readily available and replicable.
Previous Investigations
Most of the studies based on job advertisements in library and information science (LIS) have had as their purpose an analysis of the job market and the predictions of employment trends. In 1980, David Block analyzed job announcements in a file maintained by the Graduate School of Library and Information Science at the University of Texas at Austin. 2 Cataloging and reference positions comprised nearly half the total jobs listed there.
David W. Reser and Anita P. Schuneman did a content analysis of 1,133 technical and public services positions advertised in American Libraries, C&RL News, and Library Journal in 1988. They found that technical services jobs required more computer skills, greater foreign-language requirements, and previous work experiences. 3 Public services jobs required more advanced degrees. Penny M. Beile and Megan M. Adams updated the ReserSchuneman investigation using nine hundred job announcements that appeared in the 1996 issues of American Libraries, Chronicle of Higher Education, C&RL News, and Library Journal. 4 Beile and Adams compared jobs in public services, technical services, and, a new category, electronic services. Computer skills required in public and technical services jobs were similar. Electronic services jobs were more detailed in their computing requirements. Although the ALA-accredited degree remained very important in the technical and public services jobs (required by 93% of the jobs advertised), it was requested in only 76.3 percent of the electronic services jobs. Thus, the ALA-accredited degree appeared to be less important for new hires.
Hong Xu did a content analysis of job ads appearing in American Libraries between 1971 and 1990 to identify similarities and differences in the jobs of catalog librarians and reference libraries working in academic libraries. He was particularly interested in identifying jobs brought about by developments in library automation. After analyzing 574 jobs stratified into four periods representing technological change in libraries (1971-1975, 1976-1980, 1981-1985, and 1986-1990) , he found increasing needs for computer skills in both groups. 5 However, differences remained in the major job responsibilities and in the knowledge and skills needed.
William C. Robinson, seeking to identify skills and experiences required for collection development jobs, analyzed 433 ads that appeared in C&RL News between 1980 and 1991. 6 Fifty-eight percent of the ads (251) combined collection development jobs with another function; about 80 percent of these were combined with reference jobs. Seventy-nine percent of the positions required degrees from ALA-accredited programs; only 231 of the ads mentioned faculty status. Robinson also included a good review of the literature on the use of job ads to assess the nature of library work.
Zhou Yuan analyzed trends in requirements for computer skills in academic library jobs. 7 He found that jobs in technical and public services in 1994, the last year of his analysis, required specific computer skills. Further, nearly 88 percent of administrative positions listed computerThe overall objective is to assess how the nature of academic library work has changed-and continues to change-and how the change is reflected in organizational structures and design. Using a different methodology, Lois Buttlar and Rajinder Garcha surveyed 271 catalogers to determine the change they identified in their work activities and roles between 1987 and 1997. 15 More than 90 percent of the respondents reported that the core activities of their jobs remained the same-descriptive cataloging and the assignment of call numbers and subject headings, activities long associated with their careers. However, the catalogers did report that their roles had expanded to include managerial tasks, the training of others, and the inclusion of electronic materials. Buttlar and Garcha also found that some catalogers were becoming involved in activities relating to database development and maintenance. A small, but growing, number of catalogers reported being engaged in reference desk work, collection development, and bibliographic instruction, with job-sharing on the rise.
Joan Giesecke, Sarah Michalak and Brinley Franklin wrote a paper that discussed the jobs of associate directors in academic libraries. They sought to determine what the roles of senior managers were in 1997. To do this, they compared assistant university librarian job announcements in 1985 and in 1994-1995. Although they did not identify the source of the job announcements or the numbers of announcements reviewed, they did identify some new terminology. Their conclusion was that "most senior management positions remained structurally the same." 16 The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) surveyed its members in January 1999 to examine descriptions of positions posted in 1996, 1997, and 1998. The fifty-five libraries responding to the survey had posted 686 librarian positions and 206 administrative positions during the period. New skills emerging from this survey emphasized technology. Reference positions included knowledge of electronic resources, and some jobs required knowledge of markup languages (HTML, SGML, XML) and operating systems (Unix, Windows, and Macintosh). In addition, many positions asked for team skills. Typical language included statements on teamwork, communication, and shared responsibility. 17 Lynch's early studies of the work of functional units in major research universities used survey methods to study the jobs of professional and nonprofessional staff. 18 She aggregated individual scores in order to develop a score with which to compare the complexity of work carried out in library departments. Conducted in the 1970s and 1980s, her data included jobs that were relatively stable and well understood. Jobs using computing technologies were exceptional and specialized. Computing had not been made a routine part of the academic libraries' work at the time of her investigations. Based on the aggregated scores, reference departments emerged with the most nonroutine work.
Questions Guiding This Study
The present study investigates library jobs in an effort to understand the nature and content of current and emerging jobs in academic libraries. The overall objective is to assess how the nature of academic library work has changed-and continues to change-and how the change is reflected in organizational structures and design. One might expect that change in work would lead to change in organizational structure and design. This study, the first step toward that understanding, seeks to systematically identify specific changes in library jobs. The questions that guided this investigation include:
• Did the jobs advertised in the 1990s show significant changes in content over those advertised in the 1970s and 1980s?
• How widespread are job requirements relating to technology? That is, do more jobs include specific technologies in their requirements?
• Do behavioral skills such as "ability to work in a team environment" appear more frequently? Were behavioral requirements found in ads in the 1970s and 1980s?
• From job ads, can any changes be observed in the administrative patterns in academic libraries and their functional units?
Methodology
A content analysis of job advertisements was selected as the methodology for this study. The assumption is that the ad will indicate the ideal job as defined by the employer and that the library will include in it the knowledge, skills, and abilities the library believes to be important at that particular point in time. The ad defines the job without making the necessary adjustments to it when a person is already in place. Because the authors were looking for indicators of changes in library work, the ideal design is what they sought.
A total of 220 job advertisements in C&RL News for the month of March in the years 1973, 1983, 1988, 1993, and 1998 were used in the analysis. The authors selected C&RL News because jobs advertised in it reach a national audience, not a regional or local audience. (ACRL had about 12,000 members in 2000.) It was assumed that these jobs would reflect change occurring in academic libraries and thus display a variation over time.
The year 1973 was used as a baseline. Although technology had been a topic of interest beginning in the 1960s, it was a new and unusual activity in the early 1970s. In their text on university library administration published in 1971, Rutherford D. Rogers and David C. Weber anticipated the use of computers and the impact of automation on university libraries. 19 They offered good advice on how to proceed and what to anticipate. They recommended that library automation efforts be placed initially in a single division or department, with separate functions from, but equal status with, the traditional library departments. Rogers and Weber also expected the production responsibilities initially placed in the automation or systems department to be transferred at some point to the traditional departments, with the automation unit continuing with maintenance and development. This model was workable and is the one found today in most large academic libraries. As identified by Reser and Schuneman and others, computing skills are pervasive in library jobs and are needed in technical and public services jobs. Beile and Adams found that electronic services jobs had more specific and detailed technical requirements than the regular technical and public services jobs. Their findings reinforced Rogers and Weber's prediction that an automation unit would continue with maintenance and development responsibilities.
The seminal paper by Arthur M. McAnally and Robert B. Downs on the changing role of directors of university libraries was published in March 1973. 20 In it, McAnally and Downs described the university library's environment as one of turbulence and change, and commented on the difficulty of dealing with the information explosion. They mentioned technology as a promising means of coping with the knowledge explosion and the flood of materials but showed their disappointment in the meager progress in adapting technology to research libraries. Their disappointment was expressed in the following quote from one of their respondents:
Computerization of information, long hoped by some to be the solution to library costs, is for that purpose substantially bankrupt.
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There was much publication about, and some experimentation in using, library technology to control the flood of materials and to control costs. However, in 1973, most academic libraries still were operating in the traditional model. The emphasis on collection development and technical services remained primary. This is the reason the authors selected 1973 as a baseline; the selection of March was arbitrary.
The job categories used in this analysis were based on those used in the 1999 conference placement center of the ALA. The eleven categories used in this study are as follows:
A Table 1 lists the number of positions advertised by job title and date. The title was used to classify the job. If the title was not descriptive enough, assignment of an ad in a particular job category was determined by the ad's content.
Eighty-four (38% of all ads) were for administrative jobs. Of these, forty-five (20%) were for jobs classed in A (deans, directors, AULS, etc.). Twenty-nine (14%) were department head positions. Reference jobs totaled 30 (14%), with technical services jobs and jobs combining reference and collection development totaling 10 percent each.
The Classification of Institutions of Higher Education, published in 1994 by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, was used to classify the libraries that were advertising. The foundation is testing a change in its classification scheme. 22 The 1994 categories were used because they are well known and well understood. Over the period studied, institutions could move into different classifications; the categories themselves remained much the same. The classifications used were: Research Universities, Doctoral Universities, Master's (Comprehensive) Colleges and Universities, Baccalaureate (Liberal Arts) Colleges, and Associate of Arts Colleges. Although the 1994 Carnegie Classification includes two groupings in most classes, groups I and II in each category were collapsed into a single class in this study. Table 2 shows the distribution of the ads. Forty-eight percent of them were for jobs in libraries serving research universities. Of the 3,595 institutions included in the 1994 Carnegie Classification, 125 (3%) were research universities. Although it is likely that jobs in various functional units were advertised locally, the authors assumed that these large libraries were better able to design new jobs reflecting new demands in work than smaller libraries were. The authors also assumed that the large libraries have more freedom to experiment with new job designs than small libraries do and expected that a national pool would be sought for newly designed jobs. 12. resources in electronic formats; 13. image technology or multimedia.
To assess job requirements relating to behavioral descriptions, the authors developed a set of codes from an examination of the pilot data and a review of the literature on organizational change in libraries. The paper by Roy Tennant was particularly helpful. 24 The behavioral codes used were:
1. communication skills (includes oral and/or written); 2. interpersonal skills; 3. service orientation/public service; 4. work effectively with faculty, students, staff; 5. collegial environment; 6. creative/creativity; 7. energetic/enthusiastic/outgoing; 8. flexibility; 9. team member/team environment; 10. work in a changing, dynamic, expanding environment.
The authors analyzed a sample set of ads to determine the level of agreement in coding. One author did the job title coding, and both reviewed the coding and, in the event of disagreement, arrived at a consensus.
For the purposes of this paper, the authors have reported the analysis of three groups of jobs: administrative, reference, and a group that combined tasks usually described in the context of a single job. The first group, category A, administration (deans, directors, AULs, etc.), was analyzed because of the authors' interest in change in organizational structures in academic libraries. They expected to see some change in the duties and responsibilities of the top administrative positions over the period of this study, in particular, job ads that stated a description of organizational change from a hierarchical structure to a team-based, flattened structure.
The second group of jobs analyzed was category D, the general and subject reference jobs. The authors were interested in how electronic resources were being incorporated into the job. They also were seeking an indication of the growing role of instruction in the reference jobs, in particular, indications that reference jobs were becoming more active in their design instead of the more traditional and somewhat passive jobs that previous observers had described.
The third group of jobs comprised those that displayed a combination of jobs (A2/D, etc.), as shown in table 1. Because the ultimate purpose of the study was to examine the changing nature of work in academic libraries, this latter group was of particular interest. These fifty-seven positions combine many of the tasks that have defined the work of the academic librarian: collection development, reference, and cataloging. Buttlar and Garcha had reported that a growing number of catalogers were engaged in reference desk work, collection development, and bibliographic instruction; these participants reported "job-sharing" on the rise. Robinson also had reported a widespread sharing of collection development work 25 The authors of this study interpreted these reports as reflecting a change in professional work in academic libraries and wanted to assess the changes.
Results

Degree Requirements and Faculty Status
A continuing topic of interest to academic librarians is whether the professional degree accredited by the ALA is still important to the field. In this study, over 80 percent of all jobs advertised between 1973 and 1998 required a degree from an ALAaccredited program. Indeed, all of the 1973 jobs required it. After that, there was a decline: 64 percent in 1983, 77 percent in 1988, 89 percent in 1993, and 87 percent in 1998. Robinson reported that 79 percent of the 1980-1991 ads he studied required a degree from an ALA-accredited program. The largest libraries, those in Research I and II universities, are the ones most likely not to mention the ALA degree, but, in general, the policy adopted by ACRL in the 1970s continues to be embraced by the field:
The master's degree from a program accredited by the American Library Association is the appropriate professional degree for librarians.
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Of the 220 jobs analyzed, fifteen (6%) required a second master's degree. Sixtyfive job ads indicated a preference or desire for a second master's. The expectation of some librarians who helped develop ACRL's policies in the 1970s, that more formal degree requirements would emerge in terms of required subject master's degrees, has not materialized.
The ALA-accredited degree has had widespread acceptance as the terminal degree for academic librarians; the second subject master's has not.
A second policy adopted by ACRL in the 1970s, Faculty Status of College and University Librarians, has been less widely accepted. ACRL has, as policy, The intellectual contributions made by academic librarians to the teaching, research, and service mission of their colleges and universities merit the granting of faculty status. Faculty status for librarians should entail the same rights and responsibilities granted to and required of other members of the faculty.
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Forty-three percent of the ads in this study included faculty status. The fluctuation over the twenty-five-year period does not indicate any tendency toward significant change toward or away from faculty status: 40 percent of the ads in 1973, 31 percent in 1983, 46 percent in 1988, 54 percent in 1993, and 38 percent in 1998. Those libraries in which librarians are members of the faculty have well-established policies and practices. Although college and university administrators find faculty status for librarians in terms of hiring, promoting, compensating, and granting tenure to librarians onerous (as do some library directors), faculty status remains an important element in hiring in many libraries (less than 50% in this study, but a sizeable number of institutions nevertheless).
Administrative Jobs
Fifty percent of the eighty-four administrative positions in this study required some knowledge of, or experience with, automated library systems, most often described as a general knowledge of library automation (none in 1973; 50% of ads in 1983; 50% in 1988; 40% in 1993; 62% in 1998). More specific aspects of automation, such as knowledge of particular bibliographic utilities or skills in online database searching, were not included in the administrative job ads.
In terms of behavioral requirements, strong communication skills, both oral and written, were mentioned most frequently.
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In terms of behavioral requirements, strong communication skills, both oral and written, were mentioned most frequently. Requirements for communication skills show a steady increase over the period covered: none in 1973; 25 percent in 1983; 50 percent in 1988; 80 percent in 1993; and 45 percent in 1998. Communication skills were followed by interpersonal skills and the ability to work effectively with faculty, students, and staff.
Organizational change could not be observed. In the data on administrative jobs, little interest was identified in either "ability to work in a team environment" or change in the administrative patterns in libraries. Only one job ad, for an AUL position in a Research I library, stated explicitly that "The library system, as it evolves into a traditional line management approach, is seeking someone to initiate change." However, vision began to emerge in administrative ads. This is an indicator of change. The institutions seeking new administrators began to look for people able to identify new directions the library should take, labeling this as vision.
Throughout the period covered in this study, the job content for administrative jobs reflected the historical approach to library management. The interest in strong communication and interpersonal skills and a general knowledge of library automation had been added to, but not replaced, the requirements of management knowledge and the skills of planning, organizing, and budgeting. Generally speaking, the knowledge, skills, and abilities required for director and associate/assistant director jobs are well known and the job continues to be easily defined.
Leadership as a variable also emerged as a growing consideration in the administrative job category. Forty-two percent of all jobs required some evidence of leadership (none in 1973; 25% in 1983; 38% in 1988; 67% in 1993; 46% in 1998). The authors interpreted this, as they did the demand for vision, to mean that libraries confronting changing environments were seeking administrators who could define the new environments, place their libraries in them, and lead their staff members, as well as their users, to new services that reflected the new environments.
Reference Jobs
The duties of the reference librarian underwent some change in the twenty-fiveyear period of this study. No ads in 1973 mentioned instruction. The one job ad in 1983 mentioned "orientation," which the authors interpreted as the earlier form of the library's instruction program. Eight of the 10 ads in 1988 included instruction, seven included online searching, and six had collection development responsibilities. Two of the ads titled the jobs differently, one being information services librarian and the other being automated information access/reference librarian.
In the 1990s, instruction was included in all job ads. The addition of instruction to the reference jobs was a major change in the job of the reference librarian. Its inclusion in the program of academic libraries was codified in the 2000 Standards for College Libraries:
The library should provide information and instruction to users through a variety of reference and bibliographic services, such as courserelated and course-integrated instruction, hands-on active learning, orientation, formal courses. 28 The standards built on the Guidelines for Instruction Programs in Academic Libraries adopted earlier by the ACRL.
Behavioral characteristics began to appear in the reference ads in the 1980s, particularly oral and written communication skills. These skills were common in the 1990s reference ads. Such skills are important to the implementation of an effective program of instruction.
In the 1990s, four ads included collection development, showing the move toward combining jobs.
In 1998, the variable, leadership, appeared in three of the nine ads. So, as in administrative jobs, libraries began to seek reference professionals able to re-spond to the changing environment brought about by the emergence of the Internet, to manage instruction, and to provide information found in all formats.
The title of reference librarian continued to be the most common title until 1998. In 1998, the reference jobs were called:
• electronic services reference librarian;
• information literacy librarian;
• library faculty/reference librarian;
• reference/agricultural librarian;
• reference/business librarian;
• reference/science librarian;
• reference/social science librarian;
• social science reference librarian. One ad continued to use reference librarian. These jobs combined subject expertise, knowledge of electronic resources, and recognition of information literacy. They reflected an active, outreach type of position. All the reference jobs required a degree from an ALA-accredited program.
Combination Jobs
The emergence of the combination positions could be the result of budget concerns: "We must do more with less." However, the authors believe that the jobs in academic librarianship were shifting from the traditional, functional specialist positions to more expansive and complex jobs. It is clear that these types of positions were on the rise. In the data set from 1983, combination jobs represented 14 percent of the total positions advertised. The percentage increased to 25 percent in 1988, 31 percent in 1993, and 32 percent in 1998.
Although it might have been expected that computer-related skills would increase dramatically in the 1990s, the combination jobs were not laden with such requirements. In positions requiring reference services, online database searching was often mentioned and the cataloging positions referred to knowledge of the bibliographic utilities. However, there was no tendency to list numerous computer skills across the board. The most consistent computer-related skills were broad and general, for example, "working with resources in electronic formats" or "knowledge of computerized systems." These jobs demanded and expected professionals to have computer skills as part of their general background and preparation.
The requirement of behavioral traits also increased with time. The earliest data emphasized skills, not behaviors, in the ads; communication skills were listed in two jobs and only one mention was made of public services. In the 1998 set, however, communication skills occurred in twelve of the nineteen positions. Terms such as creativity, enthusiasm, and flexibility began to show up in the 1988 data and increased into the 1990s sets. Only in the 1990s did the concepts of team environment or changing environment appear.
Tennant suggested that it might be more productive to look at personality traits instead of specific skills when hiring for the future.
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These new combined positions showed a growing interest in behavioral characteristics. Librarians work with users; the skills needed to do that go beyond the usual knowledge base of librarianship.
Discussion
Education and Training
Most academic library jobs require a degree from an ALA-accredited program. Over 80 percent of the jobs advertised required it. A master's degree from an ALAaccredited program has been adopted by the field as the appropriate professional degree for academic librarians. In this study, research libraries were less likely to require the MLS degree than other libraries were. This finding supports the current surveys reported by the ARL, an organization comprising 123 libraries serving major North American research institutions. An evaluation of jobs reported in the ARL annual salary surveys for 1985, 1986, 1990, 1994 , and 1998 revealed that a growing percentage of the professionals in these libraries were without the library degree. The ARL surveys allowed each library to use its own defi-nition of "professional." Although ARL libraries reported they require an MLS degree, more hires are being made without it. 30 Does this mean that the profession is changing and that the MLS degree may no longer be important to the work of libraries? Possibly, but this is not apparent in the data from job ads. New specialists were being hired, and they came without the library degree. At the present time, however, the knowledge, skills, and abilities formed from a library and information science (LIS) education continue to dominate the academic library workforce.
In the past year, there has been growing interest on the part of the profession in determining so-called core competen- The curriculum is concerned with recordable information and knowledge, and the services and technologies to facilitate their management and use. The curriculum of library and information studies encompasses information and knowledge creation, communication, identification, selection, acquisition, organization and description, storage and retrieval, preservation, analysis, interpretation, evaluation, synthesis, dissemination, and management. 31 This is the knowledge content that employers expect a professional librarian to know. The behavioral aspects being identified in job ads are rarely a part of the curriculum.
Few of the jobs advertised required a second master's or other advanced degree, although 30 percent of them included it as a desirable characteristic.
The field has incorporated computing technologies into all jobs. The computer requirements in the 1990s ads were stated in broad terms, not in specific skill requirements, which was a change from earlier years. Because the ALA-accredited degree is an accepted job requirement, the assumption of employers seems to be that a graduate's knowledge base will include knowledge of computer technologies as they relate to library and information science. The Standards for Accreditation state: "The curriculum integrates the theory, application, and use of technology." Thus, computer skills, a solid knowledge of technological design and application, and knowledge of information resources in all formats must be integral components of educational programs in LIS.
Because computing requirements are pervasive for successful academic library performance and because computing technology, Web access, and information resources on the Internet constantly change, continuing education programs for staff are essential. Libraries cannot rely on new hires to bring the necessary up-to-date knowledge into the library; rather, a regular and systematic program for continuing education is necessary. Academic libraries have responded to the need for such programs, but a regular budget of some magnitude is now a budgetary necessity.
Instruction has become an integral part of every reference job, and some responsibility for collection development has emerged as an important component of these jobs. Job titles are displaying these content changes. How educational programs deal with these changes in jobs and the requirements for the knowledge base is an important question. Chris Avery and Kevin Ketches reported that library instruction is not taught formally in many LIS programs. 32 However, programs should look carefully at what kinds of However, the administrative job ads did not reflect change in organizational structures.
teaching skills and learning theories should be included in the curriculum to meet the instructional responsibilities now found in jobs. Similarly, although some programs include a course on collection management, such courses usually are elective, are taught by adjuncts, and are not taught regularly.
Organizational Change
Organizational changes have begun to appear in the more entry-level jobs where departmental and unit team environments are mentioned. This was expected because the reference and the combination jobs were beginning to show change in content and changing jobs generally are expected to be organized into different structures. However, the administrative job ads did not reflect change in organizational structures. Despite these suggestive changes, the data simply did not describe what the authors were searching for in terms of organizational structure. The results are tantalizing but require further investigation using different methods.
Changing Nature of Work in Libraries
The titles of reference jobs in the 1990s and the emergence of more combination jobs do point to the changing nature of library work, but the results are in no way definitive. They could reflect local requirements, but the authors' assumption regarding the data is that these job ads were at the "cutting edge" of change in the field.
In a recent assessment of sixty-one staff in research libraries, Stanley Wilder reported a decline of 63 percent in cataloger positions between 1990 and 1998 and an increase of 72 percent in functional specialist positions, defined as "media specialists or … experts in management fields such as personnel, fiscal matters, systems, preservation, etc." 33 There also was a decline in reference hires (22%) and subject specialist hires (25%) during this period. These data show how the research libraries were shifting resources from traditional jobs to new ones.
The growing requirement for behavioral skills, especially oral and written communication skills, in entry-level and well as administrative level positions, also suggests changes in the nature of the work librarians were doing. Technical skills continued to be important, but jobs now specifically required the ability to communicate well with people inside and outside the library. Requirements for "flexibility," "creativity," and "leadership" also suggest that jobs were changing and that libraries were paying closer attention to interactions between librarians and library users. The library as a passive warehouse of collections was no more. The library as an active agency providing information services to users and developing services based on information collections of all formats inside and outside the library was the new model.
Commentators, finding behavioral skills to be the overriding skills essential for success in library work, have not commented on who should teach these skills. With the widespread acceptance of the master's degree from an ALA-accredited program as a job requirement, the responsibility of these programs (fifty-six programs in the U.S. and Canada currently are accredited) is to be sure that the programs' content includes the fundamental knowledge and content of the profession. Yet most LIS programs do not include formal study of behavioral skills. There has been a growing emphasis on team projects and oral presentations, but instruction is not included in how to do a team project successfully or how to present an excellent oral or written report. Practice in doing such activities might be included in courses, but instruction in how to do it is not.
Commentators on the new technological requirements for people working with digital libraries are harsh in their comments on the education and training of librarians. 34 They also ignore the necessary behavioral skills. That the job ads no longer include specific computer skills but, instead, state the requirements in general terms suggests that educational programs are doing well in providing students the grounding in technical matters now routine in academic library operations.
The specific emphasis on good communication skills emphasizes the growing importance libraries are placing on information services, instructional tasks, and interactions with patrons. The requirements for these skills do not negate the need for a professional knowledge and base in content; the required master's degree in LIS is the shorthand requirement for these. What these requirements for communication skills emphasize is the need for library professionals to be able to interact with library patrons in many different ways.
Library managers know well how jobs change when an incumbent is in place. The incumbent can determine the nature of the job in many ways, and the job itself changes because of that. The authors suspect that many of the creative jobs in instruction have been developed by people already working in academic libraries. These librarians, challenged by the digital environment and determined to teach their students and faculty members about the new formats of information and new ways of accessing information, have created jobs with titles such as coordinator of instruction, information literacy librarian, and bibliographic instruction specialist. After these job have become common to academic libraries, which the authors believe is happening rapidly, ads for these jobs will appear regularly.
Organizational structures, like ideal jobs, can be designed rationally. Structures, too, are influenced by many factors: size, nature of the work, and internal and external environments are some of the classical variables used to study organizational structures.
To continue the assessment of the changing nature of library work, a more detailed and careful study of the jobs themselves, not just of the advertisements for these jobs, is needed. The survey approach used by Buttlar and Garcha and by Lynch got at actual job content. The actual job content then can help explain structural changes that also are ongoing in academic libraries.
Notes
